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Every town or village appears gorgeous on this night of mirth and festivity. This depends on what is
considered to be the basic aim of a festival. Many of them do not even bother about doing a religious
ceremony, or thinking about any deity related with the festival even once. America has finally caught up; now
there's a whole new generation that loves it" Mason,  They spend lavishly on crackers and have sumptuous
feasts. Making dumplings together as a family has traditionally been part of the festivities for some holidays.
If the observation of a holiday or festival calls for material, then commerce must take place. In this way,
festivals loose their real significance since their aim was first, to spread love and peace and second, to
celebrate the festival keeping in mind the reason why the festival was being celebrated. He began his
presidential campaign in and, after a close primary campaign against Hillary Rodham Clinton in , he won
sufficient delegates in the Democratic Party primaries to receive the presidential nomination. Mental Floss
reports that many of the festivities that we observe on Halloween have their roots in the pre-Christian Celtic
observance of Samhain. On this day, everybody illuminates his house with rows of lights. Commercialization
of transplants spurs a debate as to whether human body should be viewed as a collection of potential parts to
help others. In , China Daily quoted Professor Gao Youpeng , of Henan University: "The Chinese are
discarding the cultural meaning, spiritual values and psychological effects of many festivals to air grievances
and relieve stress. Not everyone could provide a lamb for a sacrifice, so they had to find another way to
observe the rituals proscribed in the book of Leviticus. Then there are innumerable Dandiya with DJs that go
on for nine days. To begin with there would be numerous tents on roadside with bhajans blaring from the
loudspeakers and temporary stalls serving piping hot food on payment. Even middle-class people are caught
up in this trap. Sweets are consumed in huge quantities but not for sacred purposes. We may see matzo ball
soup mixes and other kosher products on sale at the supermarket prior to Passover, but we do not see the
onslaught of advertising for these products that we see for products related to Christmas, Easter and
Halloween. India is a land of fairs and festivals. What are your values? Commercialisation can even make
having a good time easier as there will be more veriety and the festival is likely to get more spectacular.
Moreover, what excites them the most is showing off their wealth by exchanging gifts. A BBC article on
Passover reminds us that the purpose of the holiday is to celebrate the liberation of the Israelites from slavery
in Egypt. Festivals in the middle of winter wear as much to banish long nights with merriment as to praise the
Gods for the day beginning to get longer again. There may be poor souls lost in hectic routine having no idea
of festive season. What excites them the most is showing off their wealth by exchanging gifts. But now, real
purpose have been abandoned.


